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Energetic particle modes and Alfv!en eigenmodes driven by super-Alfv!enic fast ions are routinely
observed in neutral beam heated plasmas on the National Spherical Torus eXperiment (NSTX).
These modes can significantly impact fast ion transport and thus cause fast ion redistribution or
loss. Self-consistent linear simulations of Toroidal Alfv!en Eigenmodes (TAEs) in NSTX plasmas
have been carried out with the kinetic/magnetohydrodynamic hybrid code M3D-K using experi-
mental plasma parameters and profiles including plasma toroidal rotation. The simulations show
that unstable TAEs with n ¼ 3; 4; or 5 can be excited by the fast ions from neutral beam injection.
The simulated mode frequency, mode radial structure, and phase shift are consistent with measure-
ments from a multi-channel microwave reflectometer diagnostic. A sensitivity study on plasma
toroidal rotation, safety factor q profile, and initial fast ion distribution is performed. The simula-
tions show that rotation can have a significant destabilizing effect when the rotation is comparable
or larger than the experimental level. The mode growth rate is sensitive to q profile and fast ion dis-
tribution. Although mode structure and peak position depend somewhat on q profile and plasma
rotation, the variation of synthetic reflectometer response is within experimental uncertainty and it
is not sensitive enough to see the difference clearly. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4917523]

I. INTRODUCTION

In ITER and future fusion devices, fast or energetic ions
generated by fusion reactions or auxiliary heating systems
need to be sufficiently well confined so that their energy can
be transferred to thermal plasmas to maintain fusion burn.1,2

One great challenge concerns fast ion driven instabilities and
toroidal magnetic field ripples since they could cause signifi-
cant fast ion losses, lead to serious damage to plasma facing
components, and degrade plasma performance.3 Among fast
ion driven instabilities, Alfv!en type instabilities such as
Toroidal Alfv!en Eigenmodes (TAEs)4–6 are of primary con-
cern and interest since they can significantly enhance fast ion
radial transport.7 It is crucial to understand and possibly con-
trol the behavior of the fast ion population and associated
instabilities.2 The tools of modeling energetic particle physics
have reached a stage at which it is possible to make quantita-
tive comparisons with experiments. Many first-principle nu-
merical simulation codes are being benchmarked or validated
with experiments8–11 in order to improve the predictive capa-
bility of fast ion driven instabilities and transport in burning
plasmas. In this paper, a validation of the global kinetic/mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) hybrid code M3D-K12 is carried
out for the unstable TAEs observed in a weakly reversed mag-
netic shear and neutral-beam-heated discharge in the National
Spherical Torus eXperiment (NSTX).13

The TAE modes exist with discrete frequencies located
inside the shear Alfv!en continuum gaps induced by toroidal

coupling of adjacent poloidal harmonics. The main drive is
the radial gradient of the fast ion distribution. Because of the
broad radial structure, relatively low instability threshold, and
resonant interaction with fast ions, TAE modes can potentially
cause substantial fast-ion redistribution or loss. NSTX, a me-
dium size and low aspect ratio spherical torus, is an excellent
test-bed to study fast ion driven instabilities. Because of the
relatively weak toroidal magnetic field (Bt< 0.55 T), fast ions
generated by three co-current Neutral Beam Injections (NBI),
with tangency radii of 0:69; 0:59; 0:49 m and energies from
65 to 90 keV, are super-Alfv!enic, and they can easily drive a
wide variety of MHD and Alfv!en eigenmode instabilities,
ranging from low-frequency (< 50 kHz) fishbone and other
kink-like modes, 70" 120 kHz TAEs, up to #2:5 MHz
Compressional Alfv!en Eigenmodes (CAEs) and Global
Alfv!en Eigenmodes (GAEs).14 Although the typical scenarios
on NSTX are considerably different from those predicted for
ITER and future fusion reactors, the dimensionless physics pa-
rameters for fast ion physics, in terms of the fast-ion beta nor-
malized to the total beta and the fast-ion velocity normalized
to the Alfv!en speed, significantly overlap with the parameters
of conventional aspect ratio tokamaks and future fusion reac-
tors.15 The discharges on NSTX provide good test cases to
challenge present theories and numerical codes across a large
range of different plasma conditions. Comparisons between
experimental measurements and linear MHD calculation of
TAE properties on NSTX have been previously explored with
the linear ideal MHD eigenvalue code NOVA.16–18 Although
the modeled mode structure qualitatively agrees with thea)Electronic mail: deyongl@uci.edu
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measurements, these modelings did not include non-
perturbative kinetic effects of fast ions. In this work, the
global kinetic/MHD hybrid code M3D-K is employed, in
which the thermal plasma is described by resistive MHD
while the energetic ion species is treated by the drift-kinetic
equation. The model is self-consistent including the kinetic
effects of wave particle resonances. It computes the initial
value solutions of the kinetic/MHD equations in toroidal ge-
ometry. The M3D-K code has been used successfully in simu-
lating TAEs in a tokamak equilibrium with circular flux
surfaces,19 tearing modes in a low beta tokamak plasma,20

kink modes and fishbones in ITER and NSTX,12,21,22 and
fast-ion-driven Reversed Shear Alfv!en Eigenmodes (RSAE)
in the DIII-D Tokamak.23 In the present work, we mainly
focus on the linear simulations of fast ion driven TAEs on
NSTX for the purpose of code validation. Nonlinear simula-
tions of TAEs with M3D-K are currently underway and will
be reported in the future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, simulation
model and input plasma parameters and profiles are
described. In Sec. III, the linear simulation results of n¼ 3,
4, and 5 TAEs are presented. The simulated mode frequency
and mode structure are compared with experimental meas-
urements. In Sec. IV, a sensitivity study of mode radial struc-
ture and mode frequency on plasma toroidal rotation, safety
factor q profile, and initial fast ion distribution is performed
and their effects are discussed. Section V summarizes the
main results and discusses the future work.

II. SIMULATION SETUP

The plasma parameters and equilibrium profiles used in
the simulation are taken from experimental data of the
NSTX NBI-heated discharge #141711, the same discharge
that has been extensively analyzed with NOVA-K code in
Ref. 17. This is an L mode deuterium discharge with excel-
lent diagnostic coverage. As shown in the spectrogram of
magnetic fluctuation (Fig. 1), bursting TAEs with duration of
$1 ms started to appear around t ¼ 405 ms during the 90 kV,
2 MW neutral beam injection, evolved into large bursts with
frequency down-chirp, and eventually led to a TAE ava-
lanche between t ¼ 480 and 485 ms. During the TAE ava-
lanche, a significant population of fast ions was lost or
redistributed, as indicated by neutron rate drop. In addition,
it was observed that the n ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5 TAE mode structure
did not change significantly during the TAE bursting periods
and even during the avalanche.17

The time slice of t¼ 470 ms, about 10 ms before the
TAE avalanche, is chosen for the M3D-K linear simulation
of TAEs on NSTX. The observed changes in the mode am-
plitude and frequency around the slice of interest were rela-
tively small compared with the changes during TAE
avalanche. The main input parameters for the M3D-K calcu-
lations are major radius R¼ 0.85 m, minor radius a¼ 0.67 m,
toroidal central magnetic field B0 ¼ 0:53 T, central plasma

density n0 ¼ 4:7% 1013cm"3, central electron temperature
Teð0Þ ¼ 1:4 keV and ion temperature Tið0Þ ¼ 1:3 keV, and

Alfv!en speed vA ( B0

ðn0mil0Þ
1=2 ¼ 1:19% 106 m/s. In the M3D-K

simulations, the on-axis thermal plasma beta is bthermal ¼
0:195 and fast ion beta is bf ¼ 0:117. Figure 2 shows the

normalized thermal plasma pressure, fast ion pressure,
plasma density, q profile, and toroidal rotation profile as a

FIG. 1. (a) Spectrogram of magnetic fluctuations from Mirnov coils showing
n¼ 2, 3, 4, and 5 TAEs for the discharge 141 711. (b) Waveforms of neutral
beam power and neutron rate. The time slice at t¼ 470 ms, marked with
dashed red line, is chosen for M3D-K simulations.

FIG. 2. Equilibrium profiles of (a) thermal pressure and fast ion pressure, (b)
plasma density, (c) safety factor q, (d) toroidal rotation are plotted as func-
tions of normalized poloidal flux w. The thermal pressure, fast ion pressure,
plasma density, and the rotation profiles are normalized to unity at the mag-
netic axis. Note the red lines are the M3D-K inputs and blue lines that over-
lapped with red lines are experimental data from equilibrium reconstruction
LRDFIT06 or TRANSP run with LRDFIT06 equilibrium.
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function of normalized poloidal flux w. The fast ion pressure
profile is calculated by the NUBEAM24 module in the trans-
port analysis code TRANSP25 assuming fast ions behave clas-
sically. The equilibrium geometry, magnetic field, pressure,
and density profiles are all obtained through the Grad-
Shafranov equilibrium reconstruction code LRDFIT,26 which
is constrained by magnetic data and the Motional Stark effect
(MSE)27 measurements of magnetic pitch. As shown in Fig.
2(c), the magnetic shear is weakly reversed with minimum of
q, qmin¼ 1.07, located at w ¼ 0:30. The uncertainty in the q
reconstruction is Dq ’ 0:1, mostly caused by different choices
of the constraints imposed in the solution of the Grad-
Shafranov equilibrium. The initial fast ion distribution in the
M3D-K simulations is a slowing-down distribution in energy

and a peaked distribution in pitch angle,12 i.e., f ¼ cHðv0"vÞ
v3þv3

c

expð"hwi=DwÞ expð" ðK"K0Þ2

DK2 Þ, where c is a normalization

factor, H is the Heaviside function, v0 is the maximum fast ion
speed, vc is critical speed at which equal amounts of energy
are transferred from the fast ions to the background ions and
electrons, hwi is w averaged over the particle orbit, and
K ( lB0=E. The fast ion maximum speed is v0=vA ¼ 2:49,
corresponding to the neutral beam injection energy 90 keV.
The critical speed of fast ion is vc=vA ¼ 0:60, estimated with
central plasma density and temperature. The maximum fast
ion gyroradius is qf=a ¼ 0:174. The electrostatic potential

related with plasma toroidal rotation is not considered in the
loading of initial fast ion distribution.

The baseline case for the n¼ 3 TAE simulations in the
rest of this paper is one for which qmin¼ 1.07 at w ¼ 0:30,
central toroidal rotation X0 ¼ 0:245, which are best fit to ex-
perimental measurements. For the initial fast ion distribution,
central pitch K0 ¼ 0:60 and pitch width DK ¼ 0:30, which is
a good approximation to the full energy component of fast ion
distribution in co-current neutral beam injection scenarios in
NSTX. It should be pointed out that although the spatial pro-
file of TRANSP calculated fast ion distribution is used, the
input initial fast ion distribution could still be different from
real fast ion distribution in phase space because the fast ions
from deuterium neutral beams in experiments always have
three energy components, while only the full energy compo-
nent is considered in the M3D-K calculations. In addition, the
modification of fast ion distribution due to TAEs is not
included in TRANSP calculation. The numbers of radial mesh
grids for n¼ 3, 4, and 5 TAE simulations are 101, 121, and
121, and simulation particle numbers are 2% 107; 2% 107,
and 4% 107, respectively. The time step is Dt ¼ 0:00625tA
with tA ¼ R=vA being the Alfv!en time. A systematic conver-
gence study has been performed by varying the spatial resolu-
tion as well as time step size and number of particles. It is
found that this numerical resolution and particle numbers are
adequate for the results to be shown below.

III. LINEAR SIMULATION OF TOROIDAL ALFV!EN
EIGENMODE

As the first step to validate the M3D-K code, we
carried out three linear simulations with toroidal number
n¼ 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the eigenmode

structure of stream function U and perturbed parallel fast
ion pressure dPk in the poloidal cross section, where U is
the stream function of the incompressible part of the per-
turbed plasma velocity. It is observed that the modes are
mainly localized in the low field side of the magnetic
axis, i.e., ballooning feature, with a twisted character. The
dominant harmonics are ðn ¼ 3;m ¼ 3Þ; ðn ¼ 4;m ¼ 4Þ;
ðn ¼ 5;m ¼ 5Þ for n¼ 3, 4, and 5 cases, respectively. In addi-
tion, the calculated mode frequency is compared with the
measured frequency that is obtained from the spectrogram of
Mirnov coil signals. As shown in Fig. 4, the simulated fre-
quency is close to the measured frequency within discrep-
ancy less than 10 kHz. Note that both the simulated and
measured frequencies are in the lab frame, i.e., Doppler shift
has been included. The n¼ 3, 4, and 5 modes observed in
Fig. 1 at t ¼ 470 ms were identified as TAEs based on their
frequencies and toroidal mode numbers.17 The measured
mode frequencies are reasonably close to the nominal TAE
gap frequencies when taking into account the measured
modes numbers and toroidal Doppler shift. Both the good
agreement between M3D-K calculated and measured TAE
mode frequencies and the ballooning feature exhibited in
Fig. 3 suggest that these unstable modes found by M3D-K
simulations are TAEs. In the n¼ 1 case, the calculated mode
structure and mode frequency indicate that it is a kink-like
mode, not a TAE mode. This is consistent with experimental
observations that there are mainly n¼ 3, 4, and 5 TAEs at
t ¼ 470 ms.

Furthermore, the simulated mode structure is compared
with the measurements from a multi-channel reflectometry
diagnostic.28 The reflectometry measures the path length var-
iation of a probe microwave signal resulting from plasma
density fluctuations. Based on the path length variation, an
estimate of cutoff density contour displacement can be
obtained, which is approximately the radial plasma displace-
ment when there is no compression (see Ref. 28, and referen-
ces therein). With density fluctuation obtained from M3D-K
simulations and equilibrium plasma density, a simple one-
dimensional synthetic reflectometry diagnostic is used to
simulate the reflectometry path length fluctuation caused by
the mode. The synthetic diagnostic assumes small density
fluctuation around the unperturbed equilibrium density pro-
file and uses the O-mode path length integral to calculate the
perturbation caused by the mode. Figure 5 compares the
effective reflectometry radial displacement,28 jdnj defined as
half the path length fluctuation, from measurements and
M3D-K simulations. Although the simulated mode peak
positions slightly shift inward a few cm compared with
measurements, the simulated mode structure is reasonably
consistent with measurements considering $10% uncertain-
ties in the input q and density profiles and relatively large
uncertainties in the fast ion density distribution function.
Note that the simulation results here are from linear M3D-K
simulations. The perturbed density is less than $0:1% of
equilibrium plasma density, and thus the reflectometer
response scales linearly with the perturbed density. For con-
venience of comparison, the magnitude of simulated reflec-
tometer response is re-scaled until the peak magnitude
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matches with the peak of measurements for all linear M3D-
K simulations presented in this work.

IV. SENSITIVITY STUDY OF TAE MODE STRUCTURE
AND MODE FREQUENCY DUE TO EXPERIMENTAL
UNCERTAINTIES

In Section III, we have presented the M3D-K simulation
results of fast ion driven TAEs with typical NSTX experi-
mental parameters. Here we examine whether and how ex-
perimental uncertainties affect the simulation results. The
most important ones are the uncertainties in the fast ion

distribution, q profile, and toroidal rotation. The radial gradi-
ent of fast ion distribution determines the amount of free
energy available to drive TAEs. The fast ion density distribu-
tion is not well determined experimentally since the signals
of fast ion diagnostics are typically integrated over certain
portions of real space or phase space. In the M3D-K simula-
tions, the TRANSP calculated fast ion pressure profile is
used. Although the TRANSP calculated fast ion distribution
is quite accurate in quiescent plasmas,29 it could be signifi-
cantly different from the real distribution during MHD or
Alfv!en instabilities since anomalous fast ion transport is not
included in our TRANSP runs. It should also be pointed out

FIG. 3. Contour plots of velocity streaming function U and pressure perturbation dPk from n¼ 3, 4, and 5 linear M3D-K simulations.
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that in M3D-K simulations, only the spatial profile in real
space fits to the TRANSP output, but the velocity distribu-
tion in phase space uses an analytical slowing-down form for
the full energy component only. Therefore the input fast ion
distribution and radial gradient are poorly constrained by ex-
perimental measurements, and the uncertainties are quite
large. The q profile and rotation profile determine the Alfv!en
continuum gap structures and hence the mode structure. The
q profile has an uncertainty of $10% and the qmin position
and values are not very accurate. The toroidal rotation can
modify the structure of the Alfv!en continuum via the
Doppler shift, and in some cases, the rotation shear can cause

deformation of the radial structure of the TAE mode. The ex-
perimental rotation profile is inferred from the Doppler shift
of the C VI line with a charge-exchange recombination spec-
troscopy system.30 The uncertainty is 1–2 km/s in the core
although it is quite large near the edge.

A sensitivity study is performed for the n¼ 3 TAE simu-
lation case to check the effects of fast ion distribution, q pro-
file, and toroidal rotation on the mode peak position and mode
structure. Varying the fast ion central pressure bf ið0Þ, we
observe a near-linear scaling in Fig. 6 between the normalized
mode growth rate c=xalf ven and bf ið0Þ, where xalf ven ¼ vA=R
is Alfv!en frequency. The near-linear scaling is easy to under-
stand since fast ions are the driving source. When extrapolated
back to zero growth rate, it is found the n¼ 3 TAE starts to
become unstable when bf ið0Þ=bthermalð0Þ > 0:45, i.e., bf ið0Þ=
btotalð0Þ > 0:31. This is reasonably consistent with the experi-
mental observations,15 which show that TAE avalanches are
present for bf ið0Þ=btotalð0Þ > 0:3 and quiescent plasmas only
for bf ið0Þ=btotalð0Þ < 0:3. As shown in Fig. 7, the mode struc-
ture, peak position, and synthetic reflectometer response are
almost unaffected during the scan of fast ion central pressure.

In the conventional paradigm of the MHD theory, a TAE in
a torus lies in a gap in the continuum at the qTAE ¼ ð2mþ 1Þ=
2n surface, and the frequency is xTAE ¼ vA=2qR. In this sensi-
tivity study, the q profile was varied within experimental
uncertainties, for example, shifting qmin position or changing
the q profile shape, to check how it affects the simulated
mode peak location and mode frequency. One example is
shown in Fig. 8, in which qmin value is slightly shifted up or
down, and the q¼ 7/6 surface is also shifted in the radial
direction between R ¼ 133" 136 cm. It is observed that the
peak of velocity streaming function U moves in the opposite
direction as the q¼ 7/6 surface changes in the radial direc-
tion. Although there are some variations in the density per-
turbation profile, the changes in synthetic reflectometer
response are within experimental uncertainties. They are not
sensitive enough to tell which one agrees better with experi-
mental data.

Experiments on the NSTX and simulations of TAEs on
the DIII-D suggest that the TAE radial position tends to stay

FIG. 4. Comparison of simulated and measured TAE frequencies. Red aster-
isk points represent the TAE frequencies at the mode peak position from
M3D-K simulations, while black diamond points with vertical lines are the
TAE frequencies obtained from the spectrogram of Mirnov coils. The solid
vertical lines show the measured frequency range when the frequency chirps
down during TAE bursts.

FIG. 5. Comparison between measured (diamonds with error bars, black)
and M3D-K simulated (red line) reflectometer effective radial displacement
for n¼ 3, 4, and 5 TAEs. Experimental plasma profiles at t ¼ 470 ms are
used for the M3D-K simulation, and reflectometry data are averaged in the
window of 469–470 ms.

FIG. 6. The mode growth rate vs the central fast ion pressure for a set of
n¼ 3 TAE simulations in which the thermal pressure is fixed, while fast ion
pressure is scanned. Note that the dashed line is a linear fit and is extrapo-
lated back to zero growth rate to find the instability threshold.
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around the position where the strongest fast ion pressure gra-
dient is present.17,31 In the M3D-K simulations, initial fast

ion distribution is set to f ¼ cHðv0"vÞ
v3þv3

c
expð"hwi=DwÞ exp

ð" ðK"K0Þ2

DK2 Þ. By varying the profile width Dw, we can change

the fast ion pressure gradient at the q¼ 7/6 surface. Figure 9
shows the results of M3D-K linear simulations with different
fast ion profile width from Dw ¼ 0:22 to Dw ¼ 0:35. When
the fast ion pressure profile becomes broader, the fast ion
pressure gradient shifts outwards. The peaks of velocity
streaming function U and density perturbation also shift out-
ward, but in a very small amount. In addition, M3D-K simu-
lations are also performed to scan fast ion central pitch from
K0 ¼ 0:40 to K0 ¼ 0:70 or pitch width from DK ¼ 0:16 to
DK ¼ 0:30. In these two scans, only very minor change is
observed on the mode structure and peak position. The shift
of peak position is typically less than <2 cm.

Figure 10 shows the mode growth rate versus central
toroidal rotation. In this scan, the shape of toroidal rotation
profile is fixed, while the peak value is re-scaled. It shows that
at the experimental rotation level (xrotð0Þ=xAlf ven ¼ 0:245),
toroidal rotation starts to strongly enhance the growth rate of
the mode. The exact mechanism for this enhancement is
unclear. The shear rotation can affect the TAE stability in sev-
eral ways. First, large toroidal rotation can significantly mod-
ify the structure of the Alfv!en continuum via the Doppler
shift, and thus affect the TAE mode structure and stability.32

This effect is expected to be important in NSTX because of
the large rotation frequency. Another possibility is the effect
of rotation on wave particle resonances. Experiments from

FIG. 7. Comparison of (a) density perturbation and (b) synthetic reflectome-
ter response from a set of n¼ 3 TAE simulations in which thermal pressure
is fixed, while fast ion pressure is scanned.

FIG. 8. Comparison of (a) q profile, (b) velocity streaming function U, (c)
density perturbation, (d) dn=rn, (e) synthetic reflectometer response, and
(f) phase of a synthetic reflectometer response for a set of n¼ 3 TAE sim-
ulations in which qmin position is shifted up or down and the q¼ 7/6
surface is shifted in the radial direction correspondingly. The thermal
plasma pressure profile is fixed in all runs as well as the central fast ion
pressure.

FIG. 9. Comparison of (a) velocity streaming function U, (b) density pertur-
bation, (c) synthetic reflectometer response, and (d) phase of a synthetic re-
flectometer response for a set of n¼ 3 TAE simulations in which the width
of fast ion pressure profile width is scanned from Dw ¼ 0:22 to Dw ¼ 0:35.
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conventional tokamak devices JET33 and JT60-U34 suggest
that a strong and sheared toroidal rotation may suppress TAEs
by deformation of the radial structure of the TAE mode.
However, no clear experimental evidence of decorrelation of
the TAE mode structure by the sheared rotation is observed
on NSTX.32 In addition, the shear rotation can modify ener-
getic particle orbit and the wave particle resonances. Finally,
toroidal rotation can slightly change plasma equilibrium and
shift the equilibrium density profile outward, but this effect is
generally small at the experimental toroidal rotation level.

As shown in Fig. 11(a), the stream function U becomes
broader and shifts outward at a large toroidal rotation

due to the change of wave particle resonance condition
and Alfv!en continuum structure. The density perturbation
(Fig. 11(b)) and synthetic reflectometer response (Figs.
11(c) and 11(d)) have similar trends as stream function U,
but the change is relatively small. It is not very clear which
one agrees significantly better with experimental measure-
ments. Please note that the change of central toroidal rota-
tion could significantly alter the mode frequency in lab
frame via Doppler shift: f TAE

lab ¼ f TAE
plasma þ f TAE

Doppler. Only when
the input rotation is around the experimental level does the
simulated mode frequency match the measured mode
frequency.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The kinetic/MHD hybrid code M3D-K has been suc-
cessfully applied to simulate the TAE instabilities with ex-
perimental plasma parameters and profiles from the NSTX
discharge #141711. Both the mode structure and mode fre-
quency of n¼ 3, 4, and 5 TAEs from M3D-K simulations are
consistent with the experimental measurements. A system-
atic sensitivity study shows that the synthetic reflectometer
response is relatively insensitive to variation in q profile or
initial fast ion distribution (within experimental uncertain-
ties) although the simulated streaming function U or density
perturbation is somewhat more sensitive. On the other hand,
the calculated mode growth depends strongly on toroidal
rotation and q profile. In particular, it is found that the toroi-
dal rotation has a significant destabilizing effect on beam-
driven TAEs.

A few improvements could be made in the M3D-K sim-
ulations in the future. First, a more realistic fast ion distribu-
tion should be used as the initial fast ion distribution. In the
current M3D-K simulations, the radial profile of fast ion
pressure is obtained from TRANSP/NUBEAM simulations,
but the energy distribution uses an analytical slowing down
form. However, both the radial gradient and details of the
fast ion distribution in phase space can contribute to the TAE
drive. Although a full experimental measurement of the fast
ion distribution in phase space is still not available, the nu-
merical fast ion distribution from TRANSP/NUBEAM is a
relatively good approximation to the realistic fast ion distri-
bution. Experimental measurements have shown that
TRANSP/NUBEAM accurately model the fast ion distribu-
tion in quiescent plasmas. Second, isolated TAE modes are
simulated in this work. However, in experiments, multiple
TAEs exist at the same time, which can lead to a TAE ava-
lanche. Thus, nonlinear simulations with multiple simultane-
ous TAE modes and nonlinear MHD effects are desired. In
addition, to capture full kinetic physics, full gyro orbit simu-
lation is needed for fast ions.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of (a) velocity streaming function U, (b) density per-
turbation, (c) synthetic reflectometer response, and (d) phase of a synthetic
reflectometer response for a set of n¼ 3 TAE simulations in which rotation
amplitude is scanned.

FIG. 10. The mode growth rate (solid black line with diamond symbols)
and mode frequency (dashed blue line with asterisk symbols) vs the central
plasma toroidal rotation for a set of n¼ 3 TAE simulations. Note that the
rotational profile shape is fixed and only the magnitude is re-scaled in these
runs.
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